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Birth Details

Name xxx

Birth Date Tuesday, Aug 11th ,1964

Birth Time 10:03:00 PM

Gender Female

City Chennai

State Tamil Nadu

Country India

Astro Details

Lagna Pisces

Moon Sign Virgo

Sun Sign Cancer

Birth Star Hasta

S. KRISHNAN.

ASTROLOGER,

ASTROVED.COM
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Birth Chart
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Purpose:

Each New Year comes with a host of new opportunities and fresh possibilities.

Nevertheless, if the plans and actions for a year are broken into 4 quarters it

enables the native to get better insights into the nuances and hurdles to

overcome and achieve the goals within a year easily. The quarterly predictions

report highlights the favorable period in the short-run and the possible

indicators for growth and setbacks for the individual in the next quarter under

consideration. The best suited activities and the time frame favorable for

pursuing them is clearly mentioned within the scope of the report period.

Factor for Analysis

The report analyses the planetary positions in your birth chart, the major-

minor periods and corresponding planetary transits to provide possible

pointers to optimally enhance your success ratio this quarter.

You belong to Pisces Ascendant and Virgo Moon sign.

There will be influence from Saturn as Major Period Lord during the report

period and its influence is from 13-03-2011 to 13-03-2030. Saturn rules the

11th house and 12th house is strongly placed in 12th house in its own sign

Aquarius. Saturn is retrograded and it is in the constellation Rahu. Saturn

aspects 2nd house, 6th house and 9th house in your birth chart. The 11th house

deals with elder siblings, profits and the expansion of all materialistic

comforts, the 12th house deals with hospital expenses, unexpected financial

loss sleep factors and abroad connectivity.
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Interpretation

Saturn, the planet of discipline and structure, in the 12th house

(associated with subconscious and spirituality for Pisces ascendant) can

lead you towards deep introspection and a strong connection to the

unseen. You might be drawn to meditation, dream analysis, or other

practices for self-discovery. This placement can heighten your sensitivity

and compassion for others, making you a good listener and confidant.

You might find yourself drawn to helping professions or causes related to

healing and spirituality. Saturn in the 12th house can bring hidden talents

to light, particularly in creative or artistic pursuits. You might excel at

writing, music, or other forms of self-expression that tap into your

subconscious. Saturn's influence can help you face past traumas or

negative subconscious patterns. You might have a strong sense of

resilience and be able to overcome challenges related to isolation or self-

doubt. The 12th house is associated with fears and anxieties. Saturn's

presence can amplify these, leading to feelings of loneliness, isolation.

This placement can make you overly critical of yourself, hindering your

confidence and creativity. As 12th house is known for giving sleep factors,

hospital expenses and hence you need to take of your health which has

to be your priority. Due to the presence of a strong Saturn there are

chances where you may not able to meet the adequate sleep hours for a

given day that might become the root cause for health issues. Please

ensure you are meeting the required sleep hours in order to stay fit and

healthy since active health with no downtimes are the sincere prayers for

all. If any downtimes in health are identified please do give immediate

attention that supports for speedy recovery. Also possibilities where

unexpected financial loss may happen and ensure you are having a track

on your expenses. Ensure the expenses are happening for the right ones
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and need to tap on few things that are not considered as actual needs.

There are possibilities of ending up in delays on the profits from your

existing investments and hence patience is the key.

The Minor Period of Mars which rules the 2nd house and 9th house is

placed in 4th house conjucted with Rahu and Venus. The second house

deals with family and finance and the 9th house deals with father

relationship, fortunes, spiritual and divine connectivity. Mars is in the

constellation of Rahu and he aspects 7th house, 10th house and 11th house

in your birth chart.

Interpretation

During the minor period of Mars expect positive news in your professional

life. You could feel a surge of confidence in your career. This newfound

self-belief can empower you to tackle challenges and would help you in

reaching your goals. It also indicates that better standards of

relationships with colleagues and your boss may be there. This

supportive environment can be instrumental in your career

advancement. In this duration You likely set high goals for yourself and

are not afraid to take risks to achieve them. Your competitive spirit and

determination can be a powerful asset in your professional life. You're

likely to take initiative and can tackle challenges. All the obstacles and

hurdles existed earlier might be well in control. As Mars is a fiery planet

at times you may have less patience levels if things are not moving per

your plans, Need to have tolerance and practice diplomacy which would

be a beneficial factor and might certainly help to avoid negative fame in

your professional life.
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The transition of major planets will be as follows.

Jupiter in Aries Till 1st May 2025 will be in the

9th house from the Moon sign.

Saturn in Aquarius Till March 2025 will be in the

6th house from the Moon sign

Rahu in Pisces Till May 2025 In the 7th house

from the Moon sign.

Ketu in Virgo Till May 2025 will be on your

Moon sign.

Quarter-3: 1st July 2024 to 30th Sep 2024

Astrological details

You will be under the influence of Saturn’s major period and in that the

Mars minor period is in effect. Their positions are already discussed

above.

Transits

During this period Jupiter will be posited in the 9th house from the Moon

sign. Saturn will be posited in 6th house. Transition of Lord Rahu will be in

the 7th house and Lord Ketu will be on your Moon sign.
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Guidance

Career:

As mentioned above If you are in your professional life there are chances

where you may be occupied more. Need to balance your career life in

such a way it is not giving impact on your peace and health. It is good to

have scientific approaches towards the problems in order to avoid

stagnation. I re-iterate please agree to the work that looks achievable

and do avoid giving unrealistic deadlines is our suggestion. Even if you

are having a strong footprint when things are not turning up per the plans

loneliness feel might be there. As specified above these are just

temporary ones and not to be deviated.

Finance:

The combination indicates that the required financial flow may be there

and hence you need to plan accordingly. Please remember your hard-

earned money are going to be the base for your future and make your

financial options getting counts. Not to offer financial support to others is

our suggestion. Also when it comes for investments you may initiate, Just

ensure that everything looks good in papers and once you are satisfied

with the terms please proceed. Not to entertain any oral related

agreements. it is good to maintain good reserves to meet out the urgent

requirements.

Relationship:

When it comes for relationship the much-expected care and bonding

might not be there. Possibilities of ending up with difference in opinion

with them. You are known for being loyal and never prefer to give bitter

experience to others which is a blissful character that is found in very few
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in this running world however the placements of planets in the birth chart

always have different ideas, due to the non-supportive planet ruling the

major period and the aspect of Saturn on the 2nd house we request you

to be polite on the tone and need to be careful with the usage of words

during interaction which might add more values. Speaking with calmness

and consideration, even when disagreements arise, can create a more

conducive environment for better understanding.

Health:

Not to stress much Involve in stress-reducing techniques like meditation

or yoga to keep your mental and physical health in balance. and need to

contribute to all factors in maintaining active health. Pay attention to a

ideal diet plan and avoid foods that aggravate your health issues. If you

have any ongoing health issues, regular checkups are recommended to

know you standing. Listen to your body, and don't hesitate to seek

professional help if needed. By taking care of yourself, you pave the way

for a healthier and happier life.

Remedies:

Perform Lord Rahu and Ketu homa as they are not placed well in this

recent transit time.

https://www.astroved.com/-P58.aspx

https://www.astroved.com/-P59.aspx

Perform Lord Saturn homa as he is ruling the major period from 12th

house.

https://www.astroved.com/-P56.aspx

https://www.astroved.com/-P58.aspx
https://www.astroved.com/-P59.aspx
https://www.astroved.com/-P56.aspx
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Home Remedies:

Worship Goddess Durga and Lord Ganesh regularly in order to reduce the

negative results of Rahu and Ketu.

Donate food to the needy and helping the housemaid or physically

challenged people on Saturdays that will please Saturn and can avail his

blessings.

Summary

Strengths:

 Getting Marginal Increase in earnings

 Undertaking auspicious journeys

 Getting new acquaintances

Your Weaknesses: (Try To overcome from it)

 Troubles through opponents

 Difficulties through health discomforts

 Lack of financial prudence

Tips to Follow in the Third quarter of 2024:

 Avoid communication lapses.

 Strengthen interpersonal relations.

Try to work on these relevant areas:

 Have Preventive Health Care

 Avoid huge financial dealings.
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Karma is not just a metaphysical philosophy. It

is real. Whatever you think becomes a reality in the

invisible space-time complex of your soul and then

this manifest in life after an appropriate lapse of time.

That's why it is very, very important to be positive.

We should have only positive thoughts. If there are

negative thoughts, we do not know what danger they

may inflict upon us in this life and in

the life to come, because the thought process is

what creates karma.

~ Dr. Pillai,

AstroVed Founder

(Suggested Remedies should be done for your own welfare)

Best Wishes & Good Luck for your immense bright future.
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